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INTRODUCTION
In the U.S. headquarters of a large international corporation, a
famous comparative law professor, retained as a consultant, has just
explained Europe's exorbitant bases of jurisdiction to a shocked group of
U.S. lawyers. Among other things, the professor has explained that French
courts are willing to assert jurisdiction over defendants with no connection
whatsoever to France as long as the plaintiff is French. The corporation's
general counsel, confident just moments earlier that his company was safe
from suit in a country with which it had few contacts, is the first to react:
"The bases of jurisdiction which you just outlined for us, strike me
as being not only improper and exorbitant, but as totally uncivilized."
"Just as uncivilized," replies the professor, "as our assertion that
*
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a contactless forum can obtain personal jurisdiction over a transiently
>present' defendant on the sole ground that he was ambushed by a
seedy-looking process server."

So goes, more or less, the fictional dialogue in a casebook that has been
used to introduce generations of U.S. law students to comparative law.1 The
casebook's author, when he added this passage to the dialogue, could have been
thinking of interchanges with one of his early students, Xavier Blanc-Jouvan.2
After all, Professor Blanc-Jouvan, like the law professor in the dialogue, has long
been a master of looking at legal problems from two sides, at the very least. As he
recently told the Centennial World Congress on Comparative Law, "legal rules
must be put back in their original contextCsocial, economic, political, and cultural;
they must be appraised not only from the point of view of their formal expression
(notably in codes), but also of their actual implementation (hence the importance of
case law), their real effectiveness, and their practical consequences."3 He stressed
that it is the difference in peoples' perspectives on the law that nourishes debate and
deepens our understanding. "More than any other jurist, the comparatist knows the
value of confrontation."4
In tribute to Professor Blanc-Jouvan, we shall follow his advice in trying to
elaborate on the classic dialogue. We thus shall endeavor to weigh French views
while looking at France's exorbitant jurisdiction from a U.S. perspective.
Undeniably, France has sometimes succumbed to parochial impulses in
jurisdictional matters. Its courts have read the Civil Code's Article 14 as
authorizing territorial jurisdiction over virtually any action brought by a plaintiff of
French nationality (while reading Article 15 to make excessive any foreign nation's
exercise of jurisdiction over an unwilling French defendant).5 Thus, a French
person can sue at home on any cause of action, whether or not the events in suit
1

RUDOLF B. SCHLESINGER, COMPARATIVE LAW 292-93 (3d ed. 1970). For
comprehensibility out of context, we have modified the dialogue slightly from the original. The
dialogue first appeared in the casebook's second edition in 1959, but the particular exchange
paraphrased above did not appear until 1970. In the current edition, RUDOLF B. SCHLESINGER, HANS
W. BAADE, PETER E. HERZOG & EDWARD M. WISE, COMPARATIVE LAW (6th ed. 1998), the
casebook's authors have transformed this exchange to focus more on the effect of the Brussels
Convention on U.S. parties sued in France.
2

Blanc-Jouvan studied under Professor Schlesinger at Cornell Law School in the 1950s
(using the first edition of the famous casebook), and it was Schlesinger who helped to inspire
Blanc-Jouvan's lifelong study of comparative law. See Xavier Blanc-Jouvan, Reflections on "The
Common Core of European Private Law" Project, 1 GLOBAL JURIST FRONTIERS No. 1, art. 2, at 1
(2001), at http://www.bepress.com/gj/frontiers/vol1/iss1/art2 (last visited June 5, 2003).
3

Xavier Blanc-Jouvan, Centennial World Congress on Comparative Law: Closing
Remarks, 75 TUL. L. REV. 1235, 1237 (2001).
4

Id. at 1235.

5

See CODE CIVIL arts. 14-15 (Fr.); infra Part I.B.2.
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related to France and regardless of the defendant's connections and interests. The
forum-shopping potential of this jurisdiction based on the plaintiff's nationality is
evident, whether or not that potential is realized in actual practice.
The French, however, are by no means alone in their exorbitant jurisdiction.
Indeed, most nations appear to have succumbed to similar parochial impulses.6
While the details and phrasing of the world's exorbitant bases of jurisdiction differ
among nations, there appears to be a common thread: nations tend to give their own
people a way to sue at home, at least when the home country will be able to enforce
the resulting judgment. French Article 14 jurisdiction fits into this pattern, yet
manages to distinguish itself by overtly emphasizing the Frenchness of the
plaintiff.
Still, the French are not alone in basing their brand of exorbitant jurisdiction
on the plaintiff's nationality. Jurisdiction in the style of Article 14 emigrated with
French law to a number of other countries, such as Belgium, Haiti, Gabon, Greece,
6

As suggested in the dialogue, courts in the United States shock much of the rest of the
world by asserting jurisdiction over a defendant based merely on the defendant's transient physical
presence. See Kevin M. Clermont, Jurisdictional Salvation and the Hague Treaty, 85 CORNELL L.
REV. 89, 111-12 (1999) [hereinafter Jurisdictional Salvation]. Also shocking is the U.S. version of
attachment jurisdiction, or forum arresti, as well as its doing-business jurisdiction. See id. at 112-15.
The German code and its offspring take attachment jurisdiction to a whole other level,
authorizing jurisdiction not only over the property that is physically present, as the U.S. courts do,
but over the person of the defendant whose property it is, even if that defendant lacks any other
contacts with the forum country. On the German use of this basis of jurisdiction (which is contained
in their Code of Civil Procedure art. 23), or forum patrimonii, see KEVIN M. CLERMONT, CIVIL
PROCEDURE: TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION AND VENUE 14-16 (1999) [hereinafter TERRITORIAL
JURISDICTION]; Kurt H. Nadelmann, Jurisdictionally Improper Fora, in XXTH CENTURY
COMPARATIVE AND CONFLICTS LAW 321, 328-30 (1961).
Another exorbitant basis of jurisdiction that is more in line with the French approach is
jurisdiction based on the plaintiff's domicile, or forum actoris. This basis is narrower than Article 14
jurisdiction in that it excludes nationals domiciled abroad, but also broader than Article 14
jurisdiction in that it includes the country's domiciliaries. This basis is employed in the Netherlands
and elsewhere, as well as in France itself today as a result of the Brussels Regulation and Lugano
Convention. On the Dutch use of this basis of jurisdiction (which is contained in their Code of Civil
Procedure art. 126(3)), see 2 GEORGES R. DELAUME, TRANSNATIONAL CONTRACTS: APPLICABLE
LAW AND SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES (A STUDY IN CONFLICT AVOIDANCE) ' 8.07, at 16-17 (1990);
Brian Pearce, Note, The Comity Doctrine as a Barrier to Judicial Jurisdiction: A U.S.-E.U.
Comparison, 30 STAN. J. INT'L L. 525, 539-40 (1994). On the French use, required by the Brussels
Regulation and Lugano Convention, see infra Part I.B.3.
Finally, a number of countries assert exorbitant bases of jurisdiction, including jurisdiction
based on the plaintiff's nationality, but only over the national of a country that would assert these
bases of jurisdiction over their nationals. In other words, these countries employ exorbitant
jurisdiction as a retaliatory measure, in what one author has termed "reactive or anticipatory
reciprocity." Pearce, supra, at 540. On the Belgian use of this basis of jurisdiction (which is
contained in their Code Judiciaire arts. 636 & 638), see 2 DELAUME, supra, ' 8.07, at 17; Pearce,
supra, at 540. On the Italian use of this basis of jurisdiction (which is contained in their Code of Civil
Procedure art. 4(4)), see MAURO CAPPELLETTI & JOSEPH M. PERILLO, CIVIL PROCEDURE IN ITALY 89
(1965); 2 DELAUME, supra, ' 8.06, at 16. On the Portuguese use, see Pearce, supra, at 540 (citing
their Code of Civil Procedure art. 65(1)(c)).
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Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Romania, and Senegal.7 However, the Belgians
7

On Belgium's nineteenth-century adoption of this style of jurisdiction, see Nadelmann,
supra note 6, at 323.
On Haiti, see Michael Akehurst, Jurisdiction in International Law, 1972-1973 BRIT. Y.B.
INT'L L. 145, 173 (1975); F.A. Mann, The Doctrine of Jurisdiction in International Law, 111
RECUEIL DES COURS 1, 39 (1964); Nadelmann, supra note 6, at 324 & n.4 (citing their Civil Code art.
16).
On Gabon, see Law of July 29, 1972, art. 27, reprinted in relevant part in 2 DELAUME,
supra note 6, ' 8.02, at 3 n.1.
On Greece, see ALBERT A. EHRENZWEIG, CHARALAMBOS FRAGISTAS & ATHANASSIOS
YIANNOPOULOS, AMERICAN-GREEK PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW 29 (1957); Pelayia
Yessiou-Faltsi, Jurisdiction and Enforcement, in DOING BUSINESS IN GREECE '24.1, at 1 (Eugene
T. Rossides et al. eds., 1996) (explaining that their Code of Civil Procedure of 1834 arts. 27 & 28
based jurisdiction on the plaintiff's nationality); Pearce, supra note 6, at 538-39.
On Luxembourg, see CODE CIVIL art. 14 (Lux.), which is identical to its French counterpart,
aside from inserting references to Luxembourg in place of those to France.
On the Netherlands, see R.D. KOLLEWIJN, AMERICAN-DUTCH PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL
LAW 30-31 (2d ed. 1961); RENÉ VAN ROOIJ & MAURICE V. POLAK, PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW
IN THE NETHERLANDS 53 (1987) (noting that their Code of Civil Procedure art. 127 formerly based
jurisdiction on the plaintiff's nationality); Pearce, supra note 6, at 539.
On Romania, see CODUL CIVIL art. 13 (1864) (Rom.), available at
http://diasan.vsat.ro/pls/legis/legis_pck.frame (last visited June 24, 2003); MICHEL B. BOÉRESCO,
ÉTUDE SUR LA CONDITION DES ÉTRANGERS D'APRÈS LA LÉGISLATION ROUMAINE RAPPROCHÉE DE LA
LÉGISLATION FRANÇAISE 326-29 (Paris, V. Giard & E. Brière 1899); Chr. J. Suliotis, De la condition
des étrangers en Roumanie, 14 JOURNAL DU DROIT INTERNATIONAL PRIVÉ 559, 565 (1887)
(indicating that this provision of the Romanian Civil Code was interpreted expansively by the
Romanian courts, much as the French Article 14 has been interpreted expansively by the French
courts); see also Renee Sanilevici, The Romanian Civil Code and Its Fate Under the Communist
Regime, in EUROPEAN LEGAL TRADITIONS AND ISRAEL 355, 357 (Alfredo Mordechai Rabello ed.,
1994) (noting that the Romanian Civil Code of 1864 was modeled closely on the French Civil Code).
On Senegal, see 2 DELAUME, supra note 6, ' 8.02, at 3 n.1.
According to Akehurst, supra, at 173, the Canadian Province of Quebec also bases
jurisdiction on the plaintiff's nationality. However, this appears to be incorrect, both today and at the
time Akehurst was writing. Akehurst supports his assertion by citing J.-G. CASTEL, CONFLICT OF
LAWS 951, 953 (2d ed. 1968). That source simply reproduces the text of Quebec's Civil Code of 1866
art. 27, which read: "Aliens, although not resident in Lower Canada, may be sued in its courts for the
fulfilment of obligations contracted by them in foreign countries." While this provision seemed to
show the influence of France's Article 14, it nonetheless lacked any explicit reference to the
plaintiff's nationality. More importantly, it was read not to confer jurisdiction, but merely to make
clear that the fact of the defendant's being an alien did not oust jurisdiction. See JEAN-GABRIEL
CASTEL, PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW 240 (1960). Thus, courts had to rely on one of the
jurisdictional bases provided in the Code of Civil Procedure, see id. at 240 & n.35, and these bases
did not include a plaintiff's nationality rule, see CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE arts. 68-75 (2003) (Que.);
CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE ANNOTATED arts. 94-104 (Philippe Ferland ed., Wilson & Lafleur 1964)
(Que.); CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE OF LOWER CANADA arts. 34-42 (Ottawa, Malcolm Cameron
1867) (Que.); QUEBEC CIVIL LAW 701-04 (John E.C. Brierley & Roderick A. Macdonald eds., 1993).
Moreover, while the text of art. 27 had remained essentially unchanged since it was first proposed
by the drafters of the Civil Code of 1866, see CIVIL CODE 1866-1980: AN HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL
EDITION 23 (Paul-A. Crépeau & John E.C. Brierley eds., 1981); Second Report of the
Commissioners Appointed to Codify the Laws of Lower Canada in Civil Matters, in CIVIL CODE OF
LOWER CANADA 139, 151, 253 (Quebec, George E. Desbarats 1865), it was entirely removed from
the Civil Code during the revisions of the 1990s, see HENRI KÉLADA, CODE CIVIL DU QUÉBEC
(2003).
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abandoned this approach in 1876,8 the Romanians appear to have abandoned it in
1924,9 the Greeks10 and the Dutch11 abandoned it in the 1940s, and the Senegalese
limited its use in 1972.12 France, therefore, remains the most significant country
still to exert jurisdiction based on the plaintiff's nationality, and so it is the French
who bear the brunt of this rule's criticism.
Accordingly, U.S. commentators love to use Article 14 as an example of
exorbitant jurisdiction, one that illustrates how the law of the international jungle
puts U.S. litigants at a disadvantage and creates a need for a jurisdiction and
judgments treaty.13 A hypothetical serves to demonstrate the illustrative power of
8

Although the Belgians did not formally abrogate their statutory provision until 1949, they
ceased applying it in 1876, see Nadelmann, supra note 6, at 323, except as a retaliatory measure, see
supra note 6.
9

See CODUL CIVIL (Rom.) (indicating that art. 13 was abrogated by legislation on Feb. 24,
1924), available at http://www.corpvs.org/ (last visited June 24, 2003). In contrast, much of the rest
of Romania's Civil Code of 1864 appears to have remained intact to this day. See Flavius A. Baias,
Romanian Civil and Commercial Law, in LEGAL REFORM IN POST-COMMUNIST EUROPE: THE VIEW
FROM WITHIN 211, 213 n.3, 231 (Stanislaw Frankowski & Paul B. Stephan III eds., 1995) (indicating
that the only change to the Civil Code of 1864 was made in "the part dealing with persons and
family"); Samuel L. Bufford, Romanian Bankruptcy Law: A Central European Example, 17 N.Y.L.
SCH. J. INT'L & COMP. L. 251, 251-52 (1997); Sanilevici, supra note 7, at 358-59. But see John W.
Van Doren, Romania: Ripe for Privatization and Democracy? Legal Education as a Microcosm, 18
HOUS. J. INT'L L. 113, 139 (1995) (citing H.B. JACOBINI, ROMANIAN PUBLIC LAW 7 (1987), for the
proposition that the Romanian "codes of today are radically changed from those inherited from the
nineteenth century").
10

The Greeks abandoned such jurisdiction legislatively, by repealing their statutory
provision in 1946. See EHRENZWEIG ET AL., supra note 7, at 30 (identifying the legislation that
effected this repeal as the Introductory Law to the Civil Code of 1940); Yessiou-Faltsi, supra note
7, at 1 (stating that the Introductory Law to the Civil Code entered into force on Feb. 23, 1946);
Pearce, supra note 6, at 538-39. See also Athanassios N. Yiannopoulos, Historical Development, in
INTRODUCTION TO GREEK LAW 10 (Konstantinos D. Kerameus & Phaedon J. Kozyris eds., 2d rev.
ed. 1993) (explaining that Civil Code of 1940 did not enter into force until 1946 because of the Axis
invasion).
11

The Dutch abandoned such jurisdiction through a court decision in 1940, which
effectively removed plaintiff's nationality as a basis for jurisdiction. See 2 DELAUME, supra note 6,
' 8.06, at 15; KOLLEWIJN, supra note 7, at 30-31; J.P. Verheul, Private International Law, in
INTRODUCTION TO DUTCH LAW FOR FOREIGN LAWYERS 263, 280 n.88 (D.C. Fokkema et al. eds.,
1978). The Dutch finally repealed their statutory provision in 1992. See Th.M. de Boer & R. Kotting,
Private International Law, in INTRODUCTION TO DUTCH LAW 265, 270 n.21 (J.M.J. Chorus et al.
eds., 3d rev. ed. 1999).
12

The Senegalese have abandoned such jurisdiction in cases where "the judgment must
necessarily be enforced abroad." Law No. 72-61 of June 12, 1972, reprinted in 2 DELAUME, supra
note 6, ' 8.02, at 3 n.1. Compare our discussion infra Part II.A., however, where it becomes apparent
that such a limitation may not represent much of a change from the way the jurisdictional basis
applies in practice.
13

E.g., TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION, supra note 6, at 13-14; Beverly May Carl, The
Common Market Judgments ConventionCIts Threat and Challenge to Americans, 8 INT'L LAW. 446,
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Article 14:
Assume that Emily Sherwin, a New York law professor with
property in London, had a car collision in Ithaca, New York, with Xavier
Blanc-Jouvan, a law professor visiting from France. Imagine that
Professor Blanc-Jouvan sues Professor Sherwin in Paris. This jurisdiction
is okay under the French Civil Code's Article 14, being personal
jurisdiction based on the plaintiff's French nationality. Moreover, a
judgment for Blanc-Jouvan will be entitled under the Brussels Regulation
to recognition and enforcement against Sherwin's property in England.
Now assume conversely that the collision was in Paris. Imagine
that Sherwin sues Blanc-Jouvan in New York. This jurisdiction is
impermissible under U.S. law. If a default judgment were rendered,
neither France nor England (nor any U.S. court) would enforce it, because
the lack of personal jurisdiction made the judgment invalid. Even a
litigated judgment would enjoy far less than automatic recognition and
enforcement abroad.

This hypothetical clearly shows the inequity that can result from exorbitant
jurisdiction. In so doing, the hypothetical works to suggest the U.S. motivation for
seeking a treaty with the Europeans. In short, U.S. interests are being whipsawed:
447-51 (1974); Kevin M. Clermont, An Introduction to the Hague Convention, in A GLOBAL LAW
OF JURISDICTION AND JUDGMENTS: LESSONS FROM THE HAGUE 3, 4-5 (John J. Barceló III & Kevin
M. Clermont eds., 2002); Jurisdictional Salvation, supra note 6, at 91-94; Nadelmann, supra note
6, at 321-28, 330-35; Kathryn A. Russell, Exorbitant Jurisdiction and Enforcement of Judgments:
The Brussels System as an Impetus for United States Action, 19 SYRACUSE J. INT'L L. & COM. 57,
59-60 (1993); Andrew L. Strauss, Where America Ends and the International Order Begins:
Interpreting Jurisdictional Reach of the U.S. Constitution in Light of a Proposed Hague Convention
on Jurisdiction and Satisfaction of Judgments, 61 Alb. L. Rev. 1237, 1239-40 (1998).
Unsurprisingly, U.S. commentators have not been the only ones to attack Article 14
jurisdiction. For an early German criticism, see L. BAR, INTERNATIONAL LAW: PRIVATE AND
CRIMINAL 510 n.12 (G.R. Gillespie trans., Boston, Soule & Bugbee 1883) (calling Article 14
jurisdiction "an invasion of the principles of international law . . . drawn [partly] . . . from the natural
desire to protect the interests of [one's] own subjects, which is here carried too far"). For a more
recent Dutch criticism, see L.I. De Winter, Excessive Jurisdiction in Private International Law, 17
INT'L & COMP. L.Q. 706, 706-07, 717 (1968) (calling Article 14 jurisdiction the "most disreputable"
of the world's "chauvinistic" jurisdictional provisions).
Indeed, the French themselves have often criticized Article 14 jurisdiction. See, e.g.,
BERNARD AUDIT, DROIT INTERNATIONAL PRIVÉ 316-17 (3d ed. 2000) (criticizing, while noting that
the problem is not terribly serious). French scholars have questioned Article 14 almost from its
inception, including in France's first treatise on private international law. See FOELIX, TRAITÉ DU
DROIT INTERNATIONAL PRIVÉ 213-14 (Paris, Joubert 1843) (arguing that Article 14 is an
extraordinary measure). Later, Jean-Paulin Niboyet was a major critic during the early twentieth
century, see J.-P. NIBOYET, MANUEL DE DROIT INTERNATIONAL PRIVÉ 888-89 (2d ed. 1928) (arguing
that Article 14 was bad enough as written, but even worse in the broad way it was construed),
although he changed his views during the chaos of the 1930s and 1940s, see Nadelmann, supra note
6, at 322. Georges Droz is representative of modern France's moderate critics: the limited cure he
proposes is to switch to domicile in order to eliminate the nationalist tone of Article 14 or to restrict
the remedy to situations where property is in France (and maybe to limit the relief to that property).
See Georges A.L. Droz, Réflexions pour une réforme des articles 14 et 15 du Code civil français, 64
REVUE CRITIQUE DE DROIT INTERNATIONAL PRIVÉ 1, 16-18 (1975).
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not only are U.S. citizens still subject in theory to the far-reaching jurisdiction of
European courts and the wide recognition and enforceability of the resulting
European judgments, but also U.S. judgments tend in practice to receive short shrift
in European courts. More broadly, Article 14 works nicely to illustrate the legal
context in which the current negotiations on a world-wide convention are being
carried out at The Hague.14
When invoking this illustration, typical U.S. commentators do recognize
that French law differs little from what most other nations accomplish through
other exorbitant bases of jurisdiction. Moreover, they acknowledge that this
illustration is an extreme one, seemingly without much importance in actual
practice, because the French do not use or at least do not abuse their
nationality-based jurisdiction all that often.15 Still, as we can personally attest,
some French persons (but not Xavier!) jump to counterattack any U.S. invocation
of the illustration, no matter how qualified the invocation.
The issue posed by such unpleasant confrontations is this: Even if Article
14 provides a useful illustration, is that nevertheless an unfair illustration?
I. PAST USE OF ARTICLE 14 JURISDICTION
A. Background for jurisdictional study
France, of course, is a prototypical civil-law country in most respects,16
including its civil procedure.17
14

See generally A GLOBAL LAW OF JURISDICTION AND JUDGMENTS, supra note 13.

15

See, e.g., Friedrich K. Juenger, A Hague Judgments Convention?, 24 BROOK. J. INT'L L.
111, 115-16 (1998) (observing that anecdotal evidence suggests "European courts rarely render
judgments against American citizens or enterprises that have no >minimum contacts' with the foreign
forum"); infra note 53. But see Russell, supra note 13, at 59-60, 78-80.
16

See generally JOHN BELL, FRENCH LEGAL CULTURES (2001); JOHN BELL, SOPHIE
BOYRON & SIMON WHITTAKER, PRINCIPLES OF FRENCH LAW (1998); WALTER CAIRNS & ROBERT
MCKEON, INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH LAW (1995); CHRISTIAN DADOMO & SUSAN FARRAN, THE
FRENCH LEGAL SYSTEM (2d ed. 1996); BRICE DICKSON, INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH LAW (1994);
CATHERINE ELLIOTT, CAROLE GEIRNAERT & FLORENCE HOUSSAIS, FRENCH LEGAL SYSTEM AND
LEGAL LANGUAGE (1998); CATHERINE ELLIOTT & CATHERINE VERNON, FRENCH LEGAL SYSTEM
(2000); FRANÇOIS TERRÉ, INTRODUCTION GÉNÉRALE AU DROIT (1991); ANDREW WEST, YVON
DESDEVISES, ALAIN FENET, DOMINIQUE GAURIER & MARIE-CLET HEUSSAFF, THE FRENCH LEGAL
SYSTEM (2d ed. 1998).
17

See generally PETER HERZOG & MARTHA WESER, CIVIL PROCEDURE IN FRANCE (1967);
Thierry Bernard & Hedwige Vlasto, France, in 2 TRANSNATIONAL LITIGATION: A PRACTITIONER'S
GUIDE (John Fellas gen. ed., 2003); Robert W. Byrd & Christian Bouckaert, Trial and Court
Procedures in France, in TRIAL AND COURT PROCEDURES WORLDWIDE 138 (Charles Platto ed.,
1990); Kevin M. Clermont & Emily Sherwin, A Comparative View of Standards of Proof, 50 AM. J.
COMP. L. 243, 247-51 (2002); Christine Lécuyer-Thieffry, France, in INTERNATIONAL CIVIL PROCEDURES 241 (Christian T. Campbell ed., 1995); Raymond Martin & Jacques Martin, France, in 1
INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF LAWS: CIVIL PROCEDURE (Piet Taelman ed., 2002); Renée Y.
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As to jurisdiction, the civil law embraced the Roman idea of jurisdictional
restraint, which reflected a spirit of fairness.18 Actor sequitur forum rei was a
Justinian maxim pronouncing that the plaintiff follows the defendant's forum.
Generally, then, the civil law required the plaintiff to go to the forum at the
defendant's domicile, and that forum could entertain any cause of action against the
defendant regardless of where it arose. Eventually, there was additional provision
for long-arm-like jurisdiction in actions of tort, contract, and property, so that, for
instance, a plaintiff could sue for a tort at the place of wrongful conduct. In other
words, the civilian tradition somewhat differed, with telling consequences, from
the U.S. tradition of tying jurisdiction to the power existing inside the sovereign's
territorial boundaries.
Modern French jurisdictional law accepts most of these civilian ideas for its
law applicable outside the coverage of the new European treaties.19 Domicile is
thus the foundation of French jurisdiction. Yet socio-economic-political pressures
similar to those prevailing in the United States, as well as the usual procedural
policies of accuracy, fairness, and efficiency, have pushed France to reach
defendants whose acts have caused harm in France.
In its Article 14, however, France went much further, providing:
An alien, though not residing in France, can be cited before the
French courts, for the performance of obligations contracted by him in
France with a Frenchman; he can be brought before French courts for
obligations contracted by him in a foreign country toward Frenchmen.20

At first glance, this statute seems wordy, using two clauses to accomplish what it
could have easily accomplished with one. In addition, the statute appears to reach
only claims involving contracts between foreigners and French nationals. As it
turns out, while unnecessary wordiness does in fact exist, any limitation to
contracts does not prevail.
Nauta & Gerard J. Meijer, French Civil Procedure, in ACCESS TO CIVIL PROCEDURE ABROAD 131
(Henk J. Snijders ed. & Benjamin Ruijsenaars trans., 1996).
18

See SCHLESINGER ET AL., supra note 1, at 379-80, 405, 413-34 (illustrating the difference
between civil and common law); Friedrich Juenger, Judicial Jurisdiction in the United States and in
the European Communities: A Comparison, 82 MICH. L. REV. 1195, 1203-12 (1984).
19

See NOUVEAU CODE DE PROCÉDURE CIVILE arts. 42-48 (Fr.); JEAN VINCENT & SERGE
GUINCHARD, PROCÉDURE CIVILE 327-38, 354-55 (26th ed. 2001); Bernard & Vlasto, supra note 17,
at FRA-10 to -22; Lécuyer-Thieffry, supra note 17, at 244-49 (comparing French rules with
Anglo-American principles and explaining French rules of international jurisdiction); Nauta &
Meijer, supra note 17, at 140, 142. On the treaties' impact, see infra Part I.B.3.
20

CODE CIVIL art. 14 (Fr.). This translation comes from Henry P. deVries & Andreas F.
Lowenfeld, Jurisdiction in Personal ActionsCA Comparison of Civil Law Views, 44 IOWA L. REV.
306, 317 (1959). The French reads:
L'étranger, même non résidant en France, pourra être cité devant les tribunaux
français, pour l'exécution des obligations par lui contractées en France avec un
Français; il pourra être traduit devant les tribunaux de France, pour les
obligations par lui contractées en pays étranger envers des Français.
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In order to understand Article 14's convoluted structure, and in order to
appreciate its full scope, we must turn to its legislative history, judicial
interpretation, and treaty treatment. By doing this, we shall show that Article 14
jurisdiction is largely a court-made edifice built on a drafting error but one lately
extended by international agreement.
B. History of code provision
1. Napoleon's contribution
Article 14 is a product of Bonaparte's Civil Code of 1804.21 The Code
attempted to unify the array of ordinances and customs in force in different parts of
France, including those relating to international jurisdiction.22
One basis of jurisdiction that existed in some parts of France at that time
was jurisdiction to attach or garnish the assets of foreign debtors and even to secure
a judgment against those assets in some cases.23 The impulse underlying this old
basis of forum arresti jurisdictionCthe desire to let one's own people sue at home
when enforcement is possible thereCappears to have provided at least part of the
inspiration driving Article 14.24
The other part of the inspiration behind Article 14 appears to have been the
fear that French nationals would be unable to receive fair treatment in foreign
courts. This was a time when all of Europe not under French domination was at war
with France. Beyond Europe lay barbarism. For the French, suing at home before
French judges seemed far preferable to seeking justice abroad, indeed it seemed
naturally just.25
Interestingly, however, unrestrained pursuit of such broad aims was not
evident in the original draft of what ultimately came to be Article 14. The version
21

See generally JEAN-LOUIS HALPÉRIN, THE CIVIL CODE (David W. Gruning trans., 2000).
There has been some debate as to whether French courts could assert jurisdiction based on the
plaintiff's nationality prior to the Civil Code, see Nadelmann, supra note 6, at 323, but now the
accepted view is that this jurisdictional basis was not generally available then, see HÉLÈNE
GAUDEMET-TALLON, RECHERCHES SUR LES ORIGINES DE L'ARTICLE 14 DU CODE CIVIL 43-52 (1964).
22

See GAUDEMET-TALLON, supra note 21, at 75-86; Alain Levasseur, Code Napoleon or
Code Portalis?, 43 TUL. L. REV. 762, 762-63 (1969); Charles Sumner Lobingier, Napoleon and His
Code, 32 HARV. L. REV. 114, 115, 120-21 (1918).
23

See Nadelmann, supra note 6, at 324-26 (noting that this basis of jurisdiction was
available in many French cities, including Paris, as early as 1134, and that in 1580 it appeared in the
Custom of Paris arts. 173 & 174).
24

See GAUDEMET-TALLON, supra note 21, at 69-74.

25

See id. at 52-58; Louis Rigaud, La conception nationaliste de la compétence judiciaire en
Droit international privé: sa persistance et ses origines, 33 REVUE CRITIQUE DE DROIT
INTERNATIONAL 605, 606 (1938).
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initially considered by the Conseil d'État read:
An alien, though not residing in France, can be cited before the
French courts, for the performance of obligations contracted by him in
France with a Frenchman; and if he is found in France, he can be brought
before French courts for obligations contracted by him in a foreign country
toward Frenchmen.26

In other words, the draft did not provide for jurisdiction based merely on the
plaintiff's nationality, but instead contained two different bases of jurisdiction,
logically separated into two clauses. The first clause provided for jurisdiction based
on the forum-directed act of incurring a contractual obligation in France. The
second clause provided for what might be viewed as a limited form of jurisdiction
based on physical presence: if the defendant is contractually obligated to a French
national, then the French courts may base jurisdiction on the defendant's transient
presence in France.
For unknown reasons, the key phrase in the draftC"and if he is found in
France"Cdid not make it into the final version.27 While one is left guessing as to
how this occurred, the drafting history does, at least, explain Article 14's
convoluted structure, which has remained unchanged in the precisely two hundred
years since.
2. Doctrine's development
One might be tempted to read the murky Article 14 narrowly. One might,
for instance, assume that it should apply only to contract disputes, or that the
defendant must have incurred obligations directly to the French plaintiff. Not so. In
a series of cases beginning in 1808,28 the French courts have interpreted the code
provision expansively, such that it now merely requires a person currently holding
any right to sue to be a French national at the time of commencing suit.29 Thus, in
26

See 7 P.A. FENET, RECUEIL COMPLET DES TRAVAUX PRÉPARATOIRES DU CODE CIVIL 12
(Otto Zeller 1968) (1827) (emphasis added) ("L'étranger, même non résidant en France, peut être
cité devant les tribunaux français, pour l'exécution des obligations par lui contractées en France
avec un Français; et s'il est trouvé en France, il peut être traduit devant les tribunaux de France,
même pour des obligations contractées par lui en pays étranger envers des Français."); deVries &
Lowenfeld, supra note 20, at 318 & n.47.
27

See 7 FENET, supra note 26, at 606, 622; FOELIX, supra note 13, at 215 & n.2 (noting that
the clause was removed after discussion between the Conseil d'État and the Tribunat);
GAUDEMET-TALLON, supra note 21, at 75 ("un inexplicable accident de rédaction"); deVries &
Lowenfeld, supra note 20, at 318 & n.47; Nadelmann, supra note 6, at 323.
28

Ingelheim v. Fridberg, Cass. req., Sept. 7, 1808, 2 Sirey Jur., I, 579 (holding that there is
no difference between "cité," in the first clause of Article 14, and "traduit," in its second clause, and
that therefore French courts can take jurisdiction over alien defendants regardless of where they have
incurred their obligations to French nationals).
29

See generally AUDIT, supra note 13, at 315-26; 2 DELAUME, supra note 6, '' 8.02-8.05;
YVON LOUSSOUARN & PIERRE BOUREL, DROIT INTERNATIONAL PRIVÉ 489-97 (4th ed. 1993);
PIERRE MAYER, DROIT INTERNATIONAL PRIVÉ 198-203 (4th ed. 1991); deVries & Lowenfield, supra
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our hypothetical above, Professor Blanc-Jouvan could sue Professor Sherwin in
France for a tort arising entirely in New York.30 This would be so even if
Blanc-Jouvan were domiciled in New York.31 Moreover, if Sherwin got into a car
accident with anyone who happened to have a French insurer, the French insurer
could sue her in France.32
If Sherwin were a domiciliary of France or had some other significant link
to France, or if Blanc-Jouvan were a member of some disadvantaged group, then
France's asserting jurisdiction would not seem so unreasonable, and could even be
accomplished using one of France's now multifold bases of international
jurisdiction. The real significance of Article 14, then, lies in settings where no such
special justification exists. Indeed, the French courts now see Article 14 as
applying only when no other jurisdictional basis exists.33
In interpreting Article 14, the courts often appear to have focused their
reasoning on legislative intent. The Cour de cassation held early on that the
legislature clearly intended to undercut the principle of actor sequitur forum rei
when it adopted the code provision.34 Subsequent cases involved textual analysis
also, with broad readings given to such key phrases as "obligations contracted by
him"35 and "toward Frenchmen."36 To the extent that the courts have articulated a
policy justification for their expansive readings, they appear to have followed some
of the same impulses that initially inspired the statute. In an early holding that the
French plaintiff need not be domiciled in France, the Cour de cassation reasoned
note 20, at 318-30.
30

See Cie du Brittannia v. Cie du Phénix, Cass. req., Dec. 13, 1842, 43 Sirey Jur., I, 14
(interpreting Article 14's "obligations par lui contractées" to include tort obligations incurred when
an English ship collided with a French ship on the high seas).
31

See Bertin v. de Bagration, Cass. civ., Jan. 26, 1836, 36 Sirey Jur., I, 217.

32

See Cie La Métropole v. Soc. Muller, Cass. 1e civ., Mar. 21, 1966, D. 1966, 429; see also
Wieldon v. Hébert, Cass. req., Aug. 18, 1856, 57 Sirey Jur., I, 586 (allowing suit by the French
holder of a negotiable instrument, even though the instrument was originally made out to an alien);
Forman & Cie v. Pugh, Cass. civ., Mar. 9, 1863, 63 Sirey Jur., I, 225 (allowing suit by a French
widow for debts owed to her deceased husband, even though the husband had not been a French
national, and even though she had not herself been a French national during the marriage).
Corporations as well as individuals can invoke Article 14. See AUDIT, supra note 13, at 319.
33

See AUDIT, supra note 13, at 300-01, 317 (citing sources); MAYER, supra note 29, at 201;
H. Gaudemet-Tallon, Nationalisme et compétence judiciaire: déclin ou renouveau?, 1987-1988
TRAVAUX DU COMITÉ FRANÇAIS DE DROIT INTERNATIONAL PRIVÉ 171, 177 (1989).
34

See Ingelheim v. Fridberg, Cass. req., Sept. 7, 1808, 2 Sirey Jur., I, 579.

35

See Cie du Brittannia v. Cie du Phénix, Cass. req., Dec. 13, 1842, 43 Sirey Jur., I, 14; Cie
d'ass. Industrie française v. Rydes & Cie, Cass. civ., Aug. 12, 1872, 72 Sirey Jur., I, 323.
36

See Arnold v. Fontaine, Cass. vac., Sept. 25, 1829, 9 Sirey Jur., I, 373.
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that the statute was designed to protect the foreign commerce of French nationals.37
A leading French treatise today infers that the courts' justification must be that
French courts should always be open to French nationals, perhaps because all
foreign courts do not offer sufficient guarantees of justice.38
This is not to say that Article 14 jurisdiction has no limits, for the courts
have carved out some exceptions. It does not apply in real property actions when
the immovable lies abroad39 or in cases that require foreign official action.40 More
significantly, it does not apply when the French plaintiff has clearly renounced the
privilege of invoking it in a particular case, either expressly or impliedly; such
renunciation can come in advance by contract, such as by including a forum
selection or arbitration clause, or after the fact by act, such as by choosing to sue
abroad on the claim.41 Finally, Article 14 jurisdiction is overridden in some cases
by particular treaties, which include not only specialized treaties such as the old
Warsaw Convention on air transportation42 but also the general agreements known
as the Brussels Regulation43 and the Lugano Convention.44
3. Brussels Regulation's impact
The Brussels Regulation, along with the similar Lugano Convention,
deserves special attention not only because of its broad substantive application to
ordinary kinds of litigation and because of its wide territorial application in
Europe,45 but also because it expands Article 14 jurisdiction even while abrogating
it within the Brussels and Lugano world.
37

See Bertin v. de Bagration, Cass. civ., Jan. 26, 1836, 36 Sirey Jur., I, 217.

38

AUDIT, supra note 13, at 315 ("que les nationaux devraient toujours pouvoir demander
justice devant les tribunaux français; ou encore que les tribunaux de tous les pays n'offrent pas des
garanties suffisantes").
39

See id. at 318 (citing modern sources).

40

See id. at 318-19 (citing modern sources).

41

See id. at 322-25 (citing modern sources); MAYER, supra note 29, at 202-03.

42

See HERZOG & WESER, supra note 17, at 196 & n.168; GEORGETTE MILLER, LIABILITY IN
INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT 293 (1977).
43

No. 44/2001, 2001 O.J. (L 12) 1, as amended 2002 O.J. (L 225) 1 [hereinafter Brussels
Regulation]. On the preceding Brussels Convention, see ALAN DASHWOOD, RICHARD HACON &
ROBIN WHITE, A GUIDE TO THE CIVIL JURISDICTION AND JUDGMENTS CONVENTION (1987).
44

The Lugano Convention extended the Brussels Convention scheme to the EFTA
countries, and today still offers an avenue for other countries to affiliate with the Brussels regime.
See PETER STONE, CIVIL JURISDICTION AND JUDGMENTS IN EUROPE 4-6, 25-28 (1998).
45

See Brussels Regulation, supra note 43, ch. I; infra text accompanying notes 90-92.
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From the point of view of a U.S. defendant like Professor Sherwin in our
hypothetical, the most frightening thing about these two agreements is that they
expose her property all over Europe to the risk of seizure if a judgment is entered
against her in France. Prior to these agreements, she might not have cared so much
about being sued by Professor Blanc-Jouvan in a French court on the basis of
Article 14 jurisdiction. Because other countries would have refused to enforce any
resulting judgment, she would have risked losing only property in France. If her
heavily mortgaged pied-à-terre in Paris was falling apart anyway, she might have
simply ignored the suit, and spent her summers at the villa in Tuscany or the chalet
in the Swiss Alps instead. With the Brussels and Lugano scheme in effect, however,
Sherwin had better defend and win in the French court, or else she can kiss both the
Tuscan villa and the Swiss chalet goodbye. For while France can no longer use
Article 14 jurisdiction against domiciliaries of fellow signatories to the Brussels
and Lugano agreements,46 France can still use it against defendants domiciled
elsewhere.47 And France's fellow signatory countries must give effect to French
judgments, even those based on Article 14 jurisdiction if rendered against an
outsider.48
Another effect of the Brussels Regulation is to extend the remaining
privilege of suing in French courts based on Article 14 jurisdiction to all
domiciliaries of France, not just French nationals.49 While this forum actoris may
be somewhat less shocking than the old for nationaliste français, it does, of course,
broaden the pool of potential plaintiffs that Sherwin needs to watch out for.50 And
that Article 14 privilege still remains available to French nationals domiciled
abroad.51
II. CURRENT USE OF ARTICLE 14 JURISDICTION
A. Limited uses
For all of the criticism that Article 14 suffers in academic circles,52 one
could be forgiven for assuming that it is regularly used to bludgeon unsuspecting
foreign defendants, and U.S. defendants in particular. In fact, Article 14 appears
46

See Brussels Regulation, supra note 43, art. 3.

47

See id. art. 4(1).

48

See id. ch. III.

49

See id. art. 4(2); Droz, supra note 13, at 8.

50

See supra note 6.

51

See Droz, supra note 13, at 8.

52

See supra note 13.
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not to be regularly invoked in practice.53 That is, while Article 14 makes a French
forum generally available to the French, they nonetheless may end up not invoking
that forumCfor any of a number of reasons.
First, and foremost, French plaintiffs today need not, and indeed cannot,
invoke Article 14 when another of France's now multifold bases of international
jurisdiction applies.54 Obviously, then, Article 14 jurisdiction has faded into the
background.
Second, even when Article 14 is the French plaintiffs' only hope, a French
forum may be unavailable in the particular case. As noted above,55 French courts
have held that the code provision does not apply to actions involving immovable
property located outside of France, to claims requiring foreign official action, or to
cases controlled by certain treaties. Even if the case does not fall within one of
these categories, the French plaintiff may have already renounced jurisdictional
privileges, for instance, by contract. Indeed, to the extent that Article 14 poses a
53

Although we lack empirical data with which to support this proposition, we can offer
some circumstantial evidence. To begin with, a number of other commentators offer anecdotal
evidence that Article 14 jurisdiction is rarely invoked against U.S. defendants. See Juenger, supra
note 15, at 115-16 ("[T]he concededly anecdotal evidence I have been able to collect by reading
foreign cases and literature suggests that European courts rarely render judgments against American
citizens or enterprises that have no >minimum contacts' with the foreign forum."); Juenger, supra
note 18, at 1212 ("[T]here is no indication in reported decisions to suggest that the Brussels
Convention's jurisdictional discrimination has posed much of a practical problem."); Andreas F.
Lowenfeld, Thoughts About a Multinational Judgments Convention: A Reaction to the von Mehren
Report, LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS., Summer 1994, at 289, 303 (indicating that the author had heard
of no cases in which a judgment based on exorbitant jurisdiction was enforced against a U.S.
defendant's European assets under the Brussels Convention); Russell J. Weintraub, How Substantial
Is Our Need for a Judgments-Recognition Convention and What Should We Bargain Away to Get It?,
24 BROOK. J. INT'L L. 167, 172 (1998) ("There is no evidence that [the E.U. countries' exorbitant
bases of jurisdiction] are being used against U.S. defendants . . . .").
Furthermore, a search of all U.S. federal and state court decisions reported on Westlaw
turns up only six cases that even discuss French Article 14 jurisdiction, and these do so only in
passing. See Souffront v. La Compagnie des Sucreries de Porto Rico, 217 U.S. 475, 483 n.1 (1910);
Simon v. Philip Morris, Inc., 86 F. Supp. 2d 95, 136 (E.D.N.Y. 2000); Nippon Emo-Trans Co. v.
Emo-Trans, Inc., 744 F. Supp. 1215, 1226, 1229 (E.D.N.Y. 1990); Somportex Ltd. v. Philadelphia
Chewing Gum Corp., 318 F. Supp. 161, 165 n.6 (E.D. Pa. 1970), aff'd, 453 F.2d 435 (3d Cir. 1971);
Scott v. Middle East Airlines Co., 240 F. Supp. 1, 4 n.7 (S.D.N.Y. 1965); Mitchell v. Garrett, 10 Del.
(5 Houst.) 34, 44-45 (Del. Super. Ct. 1875). These are the only cases that mention Article 14
jurisdiction, by name or otherwise, among the total of 168 cases retrieved from Westlaw's
"ALLCASES" and "ALL CASES-OLD" databases on June 24, 2003, using the following search
terms: [(jurisdiction! /s (france french france's) /s defendant /s foreign!) (("art. 14" "article 14") /s
(france french france's "code civil" "civil code" "c. civ." "civ. c."))]. None of them involves a dispute
over the effects of a French judgment rendered on such basis of jurisdiction. While this is by no
means conclusive, one would expect that if U.S. defendants were regularly subjected to Article 14
jurisdiction, there would be at least some published opinions concerning the effects of the resulting
judgments in the United States.
54

See supra note 33.

55

See supra Part I.B.2.
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risk to foreigners who deal with French people via contract and are in a position to
bargain over terms, one should expect to see these foreigners insisting that their
French associates contractually waive their jurisdictional privileges.
Third, even in the situation where French plaintiffs could obtain a French
forum, they may choose to avoid that forum and instead sue in foreign courts for
reasons of convenience.56 The French plaintiff may already reside in the foreign
country or, in the case of a corporation, may have a branch office there. Witnesses
and evidence may concentrate in the foreign country. If the dispute is expected to
involve foreign law regardless of forum, the plaintiff may want to hire foreign
lawyers and may calculate that they will be more effective in their own courts. If
there are potential plaintiffs of other nationalities involved, the French plaintiff
may want to join with them or share representation and cost, and a foreign court
may be the best forum to meet everyone's interests.
Fourth, French plaintiffs may choose to sue in a foreign court because of a
perceived legal advantage.57 The French plaintiff may prefer a foreign court's
choice-of-law rules, which may point to favorable causes of action and generous
remedies. The plaintiff may prefer the foreign court's procedural rules, such as the
availability of discovery devices and jury trials. The plaintiff may also prefer the
rules and practices of the legal profession in the foreign jurisdiction, and may be
especially drawn to contingency fee arrangements and nonreimbursement of fees.
Finally, the plaintiff may perceive that the foreign court is favorably biased or
prone to give out large damage awards. Many of these considerations are
particularly relevant for plaintiffs choosing between a French court and a U.S.
court.58 Indeed, it is often U.S. defendants who are the ones fighting to get into
56

For some apparent examples of this phenomenon, see Friends for All Children, Inc. v.
Lockheed Aircraft Corp., 746 F.2d 816 (D.C. Cir. 1984) (involving plaintiffs from all over Europe
and the United States who may have found the United States to be the most convenient forum in
which to join suits); Jackson v. Coggan, 330 F. Supp. 1060 (S.D.N.Y. 1971) (involving a French
plaintiff who was living and working in New York and who sued a U.S. defendant in New York over
a car accident that had occurred while the two were visiting France); De Sairigne v. Gould, 83 F.
Supp. 270 (S.D.N.Y.), aff'd, 177 F.2d 515 (2d Cir. 1949) (involving successful forum non
conveniens motion).
57

For some apparent examples of this phenomenon, see In re Air Crash Off Long Island NY,
on July 17, 1996, 65 F. Supp. 2d 207 (S.D.N.Y. 1999) (involving a large number of French plaintiffs
suing two U.S. corporations, Boeing and TWA); Grimandi v. Beech Aircraft Corp., 512 F. Supp.
764 (D. Kan. 1981) (involving air crash in France). In Air Crash Off Long Island, 65 F. Supp. 2d at
212, the plaintiffs argued that the Warsaw Convention prevented them from suing in France. This
appears to have been a weak argument, however, because they offered meager evidence to support
it, and because the defendants were doing everything possible to move the lawsuit to France,
including consenting to suit there. See id. at 210, 212.
58

Accurate or not, there is clearly a perception that U.S. courts provide a favorable forum
for European plaintiffs. One German scholar characterizes U.S. courts as "the plaintiff's heaven."
Peter F. Schlosser, Lectures on Civil-Law Litigation Systems and American Cooperation with Those
Systems, 45 U. KAN. L. REV. 9, 37 (1996). Citing contingency fees and sympathetic juries, Lord
Denning writes: "As a moth is drawn to the light, so is a litigant drawn to the United States. If he can
only get his case into their courts, he stands to win a fortune." Smith Kline & French Labs. Ltd. v.
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French courts, and French plaintiffs who are the ones fighting to get into U.S.
courts.59
Fifth, and significantly, French plaintiffs may determine that while Article
14 ultimately makes a French forum available, any resulting judgment would have
limited value because courts outside of France would refuse to enforce it. Leaving
aside the Brussels Regulation and Lugano Convention, a judgment rendered solely
on the basis of Article 14 jurisdiction will generally not be enforceable outside of
France.60 In fact, courts outside of France are prone to cite that code provision as
the paradigmatic example of exorbitant jurisdiction that is unworthy of
international recognition.61 Indeed, it is probably because foreign courts are so
hostile to this basis of jurisdiction that one seldom hears parties mention it outside
of France. In short, if the French plaintiff wants a judgment that will be enforceable
abroad and has no basis of jurisdiction in France other than Article 14, the plaintiff
will likely sue directly in the foreign forum in which enforcement is desired.
Consequently, when Article 14 jurisdiction is invoked, the case typically
involves a status suit such as a matrimonial matter62 or, more importantly for our
purposes, a situation where the defendant has assets in France (or now, under the
Brussels Regulation and Lugano Convention, in Europe).63
This point about assets not only illustrates the continued link between
Article 14 jurisdiction and the forum arresti jurisdiction that inspired it, but also
goes a long way toward explaining the continued existence of Article 14
jurisdiction.64 When the French government began a project to reform the Civil
Bloch, [1983] 1 W.L.R. 730, 733 (C.A. 1982) (Eng.).
59

See, e.g., In re Air Crash Off Long Island NY, on July 17, 1996, 65 F. Supp. 2d 207, 209
(S.D.N.Y. 1999); Grimandi v. Beech Aircraft Corp., 512 F. Supp. 764, 777-81 (D. Kan. 1981); De
Sairigne v. Gould, 83 F. Supp. 270, 271 (S.D.N.Y.), aff'd, 177 F.2d 515 (2d Cir. 1949).
60

See, e.g., Schibsby v. Westenholz, 6 L.R.-Q.B. 155, 163 (1870) (Eng.) (refusing to
enforce a French judgment rendered on the basis of Article 14 jurisdiction).
61

See, e.g., Somportex Ltd. v. Philadelphia Chewing Gum Corp., 318 F. Supp. 161, 165 n.6
(E.D. Pa. 1970), aff'd, 453 F.2d 435 (3d Cir. 1971).
62

See Droz, supra note 13, at 5-7 (approving of this use of Article 14); Gaudemet-Tallon,
supra note 33, at 178-80; but cf. AUDIT, supra note 13, at 317 ("il reste que l'application de la règle
est plus contestable dans les relations de famille entre personnes de nationalité différente"). This
use does not result because the judgments from status suits will necessarily receive greater
recognition abroad. Rather, it results because French plaintiffs in such suits often care about the
effects only in France. See GEORGES R. DELAUME, AMERICAN-FRENCH PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL
LAW 170 (2d ed. 1961).
63

See Nadelmann, supra note 6, at 327; supra Part I.B.3.

64

Of course, other explanations circulate. For example, some believe that the French
preserve Article 14 in order to have something to surrender in international negotiations on
jurisdiction and judgments. See Gaudemet-Tallon, supra note 33, at 176 (criticizing this
explanation).
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Code at the end of the 1940s, the question arose whether to scrap Article 14. The
commission in charge of the effort decided against doing so based in part on the
assumption that plaintiffs invoke such jurisdiction in practice only when the
defendant has property in France.65 The president of the commission noted that the
benefit of Article 14 jurisdiction is that it allows French courts to hear cases in
which French interests are involved.66 He continued:
It can be taken for granted that the judgment will not be given an exequatur
in the foreign country, but the rule is of practical importance when the
alien has property in France.
....
The fact that the stranger has property in France justifies, to a
certain extent, the taking of jurisdiction by French courts; it makes it
possible to avoid the delays and complications involved in getting an
exequatur for a foreign judgment. Therefore, a valid reason exists for
maintaining the principle.67

Viewed in this light, Article 14 jurisdiction is really not that different from
what other countries accomplish in other ways,68 such as by tag jurisdiction,
attachment jurisdiction, or even doing-business jurisdiction in the United States.69
In practice, Article 14 acts as a form of general jurisdiction in personam based on
assets in FranceCa form much like Germany's property-based jurisdiction,70
although more explicitly restricted to certain plaintiffs and legally enforceable even
if the first assets appeared in France only after judgment. Each country's exorbitant
jurisdiction constitutes a way to allow its own people to sue at home when they can
recover at home, which is usually so much easier than suing abroad.71
In sum, Article 14 is basically similar to all the other countries'
65

See Nadelmann, supra note 6, at 327; Kurt H. Nadelmann & Arthur T. von Mehren, Some
Remarks on the Proposed Codification: The Draft of the Commission for the Reform of the Civil
Code, 1 AM. J. COMP. L. 407, 415 (1952) (translating part of the exchange).
66

See Nadelmann & von Mehren, supra note 65, at 415.

67

Id.

68

See LOUSSOUARN & BOUREL, supra note 29, at 491; Droz, supra note 13, at 3-5.

69

See supra note 6.

70

See id.
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In a well-known essay on this subject, Kurt Nadelmann argued that the French rely on
Article 14 jurisdiction as a substitute (albeit an imperfect one) for attachment jurisdiction. In other
words, because the French have not maintained jurisdictional rules that allow plaintiffs to sue
foreign property in France in order to satisfy unrelated obligations, they keep this overly broad basis
of jurisdiction that allows the same result in practice. See Nadelmann, supra note 6, at 324. Our point
is slightly different. We suggest that rather than existing specifically to fill in for attachment
jurisdiction, Article 14 exists to serve the same underlying desire that attachment jurisdiction and
most other exorbitant bases of jurisdiction exist to serve: the desire of courts to let their own people
sue at home.
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exorbitancies, except that it is more nationalistic in expressing who can invoke it
and that it does not utilize the subterfuge of expressly linking to property in France
or to some other defendant contact. So perhaps Article 14 mainly sounds bad, just
as do U.S. tag and attachment jurisdictional bases. There is, after all, a long
tradition of foreigners' overemphasis of "exorbitant" jurisdictional bases. Certainly
the French pick on U.S. jurisdictional bases. So U.S. commentators in picking on
Article 14 may simply be taking advantage of France's poor phrasing of its brand
of exorbitant jurisdiction.
B. Extensive effects
It may be, however, that Article 14's flaws extend beyond the tone of its
phrasing. After all, French plaintiffs do sometimes use it to go after foreigners'
assets, and they surely use it for settlement pressure in many more cases. Such
forum arresti jurisdiction, when invoked or threatened against a defendant having
no other contacts with the forum and on a claim wholly unrelated to the assets, is
not especially fairCparticularly today when, under modern jurisdictional law, it is
not especially needed by deserving plaintiffs.72 Therein lies the reason that the
Brussels Regulation outlaws the English version of attachment jurisdiction.73
Furthermore, to the extent that Article 14 jurisdiction tries to play the role
of forum arresti jurisdiction, it clearly is an oversized and clumsy substitute.
Although Article 14 jurisdiction may, in practice, be used mostly against
defendants with local assets, it is by no means limited to such defendants as a
matter of law. And whereas a judgment obtained on the basis of forum arresti
jurisdiction reaches only the attached or garnished assets, the French judgment
purports to bind the defendant personally.
In fact, the mere existence of Article 14 jurisdiction may have stunted
France's development of more refined and precise bases of jurisdiction. As during
the reform debates at the end of the 1940s, the operation of the code provision may
have long given the legislature the sense that there is no need to act. And the courts
until recently tended to look to Article 14 jurisdiction before looking at other bases
of jurisdiction, thus failing to address the other bases and delineate their scope.74
72

See Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186, 211 n.37 (1977) (holding ordinary use of attachment
jurisdiction unreasonable as a constitutional matter, but leaving open its use in some cases against
foreigners); Kevin M. Clermont, Restating Territorial Jurisdiction and Venue for State and Federal
Courts, 66 CORNELL L. REV. 411, 426 (1981).
73

See Brussels Regulation, supra note 43, annex I. A more subtle criticism of Article 14 is
that a French plaintiff who has chosen first to sue abroad may take advantage of the code provision
to avoid res judicata when suing anew at home, arguing that the earlier suit was not really voluntary
because suing abroad was necessary to chase assets and so did not constitute a waiver. See AUDIT,
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In this respect, the current judicial approach of relying on Article 14 only as
a last resort75 may be an improvement. But from the perspective of a foreign
defendant, the current approach may be disadvantageous. Given the choice
between a French judgment entered on the basis of Article 14 and a French
judgment entered on some other basis of jurisdiction, a foreign defendant should
prefer the former, as it renders more promising a collateral attack upon any
attempted enforcement outside of Europe. Today French courts must search out
another basis of jurisdiction when possible, but in that process they may be
marginally more willing to uphold that other basis of jurisdiction because they
know that Article 14 exists as a backup. When the plaintiff seeks to enforce the
resulting judgment abroad, the foreign court will see a nonexorbitant basis of
jurisdiction underlying the judgment, and further may be unwilling to reexamine
the factual support for this basis, and so will tend to enforce the judgment. Article
14 jurisdiction may in this way lurk in the background of numerous cases, causing
harmful effects that are not readily apparent.
As an illustration of the shadow cast by Article 14 jurisdiction, consider the
recent and celebrated litigation in Paris against Yahoo!, the U.S. Internet
corporation. Two French nonprofit organizations sued Yahoo! for allowing access
through its auction site to Nazi-related propaganda and memorabilia, the display
for sale of which is illegal in France.76 The court ordered Yahoo! to block access by
French users.77 Although the physical location of Yahoo!'s conduct was outside
France, the court had based jurisdiction on Article 46 of the New Code of Civil
Procedure, relying on the fact that Yahoo!'s conduct had caused effects in France.78
This sparked an uproar in the Internet community and a veritable flood of law
journal commentary.79 Among other things, commentators focused on how
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See supra note 33.
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territorial jurisdiction doctrines should apply to the Internet,80 and some were quick
to suggest that there was an insufficient connection between Yahoo! and France to
warrant jurisdiction under the effects test of Article 46.81 While this is a debatable
point, what they entirely missed was that even if Article 46 did not apply, the
French court could have simply asserted jurisdiction under Article 14 of the Civil
Code. The commentary reads as if the advent of the Internet combined with a new
reading of Article 46 suddenly allowed French courts to judge a U.S. citizen with
whom they had few contacts.82 As we know, of course, for two hundred years
French courts have been able to judge a U.S. citizen with whom they had no
contacts whatsoever.
This point may not have been lost on Yahoo!, which challenged jurisdiction
in the French trial court, but then declined to appeal the trial court's adverse
decision.83 While it may have declined because it considered the jurisdictional
challenge weak under Article 46, it also may have declined because it recognized
that Article 14 was lurking in the background, ready to step in the moment Article
46 wavered. While a judgment based on Article 14 would have been easier to
collaterally attack in a U.S. court, Yahoo! already had a strong First Amendment
argument on which to base such an attack. Instead of sinking its resources into a
French appeal, it made limited attempts to comply with the French order and then
sought a judgment from a U.S. court declaring that the French order would be
unenforceable in the United States.84
80
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Concededly, this was a case in which there was an arguable basis of
jurisdiction besides Article 14. What would have been the effect of Article 14 if the
alternative basis had been weaker? Very likely Yahoo!Cas well as Yahoo!'s
liability insurerCwould still have been in a difficult situation, and so would have
inclined to defend in France. There would still have been a risk that the French
court would assert the weak alternative basis of jurisdiction, knowing it had Article
14 as a backup, and thus render a judgment that might then be enforced in the
United States.
Even if the French court had been asserting only Article 14 jurisdiction, the
resulting judgment could still have been harmful. First, while Article 14 does tend
to raise a red flag in U.S. courts, it remains possible that a U.S. court would enforce
an Article 14 judgment if the facts supported an alternative but unarticulated
jurisdictional basis recognized by the United States. In other words, if the U.S.
court were to find that jurisdiction over the defendant did not offend due process,
then it might enforce the French judgment even though it expressly rested on
Article 14.85 Second, even aside from this uncertainty over future U.S. enforcement,
any U.S. defendant would want to avoid becoming a judgment debtor at all. An
unpaid judgment adversely affects the defendant's ability to borrow money and
damages the defendant's reputation; and it hangs over the defendant's head,
threatening any property that the defendant later decides to bring into Europe.86
Given such a predicament when sued by a French plaintiff, a U.S. defendant
with a good jurisdictional argument, even one who has assets only in the United
States, may well choose to enter an appearance in France and then push its insurer
to cover the costs of the defense in France, just as Yahoo! did.87 It may also push its
insurer to cover the costs of a declaratory judgment action in the U.S., as Yahoo!,
whose insurer refused coverage for this proactive strategy, is currently doing in
court.88 All of this is expensive, and all of this is therefore likely to affect insurance
the court of appeals reversed for lack of personal jurisdiction, see 2004 WL 1873646 (9th Cir. Aug.
23, 2004).
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premiums, settlement rates, and even primary conduct by anyone who so fears
somehow ending up in a French court.89 In other words, the shadow cast by Article
14 may be a long one.
III. FUTURE USE OF ARTICLE 14 JURISDICTION
As the French like to point out, there is greater use of U.S. exorbitant
jurisdiction than there is of Article 14 jurisdiction. This is not only because the U.S.
bases are easier to invoke but also because more defendants have assets in the
United States and more plaintiffs, in numbers and kinds, can invoke it. Nonetheless,
France may be ready to close the gap.
Since the Brussels Convention of 1968, an increased variety of plaintiffs
can use Article 14 jurisdiction, and more significantly there has been an
ever-greater extension toward pan-European enforcement.90 The Convention
entered into force in 1973, obligating Belgium, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, and
the Netherlands to enforce French judgments. By the end of the 1980s, it had
extended to Denmark, Greece, Ireland, and the United Kingdom. By the end of the
1990s, either the Brussels or Lugano Convention had also obligated Austria,
Finland, Iceland, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland to
enforce French judgments.91 With the anticipated expansion of the European Union
in 2004, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta,
the Slovak Republic, and Slovenia are expected to join this list of obligated states.92
As mentioned above, Yahoo! has tried to comply with the Paris court's
order, even though the U.S. court has ruled that it is unenforceable within the
United States. Presumably it is worried about protecting its assets in France,
including its interests in its subsidiary, Yahoo! France. But it is also presumably
worried about protecting its assets in Denmark, Germany, Italy, Norway, Spain,
Sweden, and the United Kingdom, all of which are required to enforce French
le&cid=1022788124580&t=LawArticleTech (last visited July 21, 2003).
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(last
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judgments against it.
Another illustration of the effect of the Brussels Regulation and Lugano
Convention is a less well-known lawsuit over a museum in Venice. The Solomon
R. Guggenheim Foundation is a New York nonprofit corporation that manages its
late benefactor's large art collection.93 Known to New Yorkers by its spiral-shaped
museum on Fifth Avenue, the Foundation began aggressively marketing an
expanding array of museums around the world in the 1990s.94 One of these
museums was the Peggy Guggenheim Collection in Venice, which Solomon's niece
Peggy had given to the Foundation near the end of her life in 1979.95 Housed in
Peggy's palazzo, which was included in the gift, the museum soon underwent some
renovations that were not to the liking of three of Peggy's grandchildren.96
So the grandchildren sued the Foundation in 1992, arguing that Peggy had
given away her collection on the condition that it not be modified, and seeking a
court order to restore the palazzo to its original condition as well as compensatory
damages reportedly in the dollar range of six-figures.97 Although they easily could
have sued the Foundation in Venice or New York, the grandchildren happened to
be domiciled in France, and so they took advantage of the combined power of
Article 14 jurisdiction and the Brussels Convention to sue in Paris.98
The Foundation did not seem to have had any connection to France. It was
not incorporated there, and none of its museums were there. Although Peggy
Guggenheim had spent time in France,99 there was no connection between France
and the cause of action. The case involved a gift made in Italy and the U.S.
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defendant's subsequent conduct in Italy. Moreover, part of the relief sought was a
court order that would have to be carried out in Italy. In the absence of the Brussels
Convention or any similar treaty,100 the Foundation might have worried less about
the suit, because neither Italy nor New York would have been likely to enforce a
French judgment rendered in these circumstances. So the Foundation could have
ignored the suit and happily gone about its business of creating museums around
the world, provided it was willing to avoid bringing assets into France. With the
Convention in place, however, the Foundation had to respond. Any French
judgment not only could be enforced against its Venice museum, but also could be
enforced against its assets elsewhere in Europe. Peggy's discontented
grandchildren consequently had no problem dragging the Foundation into an
unfamiliar, distant courtroom in a country with which the Foundation had no
contacts. This case, then, provides a nice example of the growing power of Article
14.101
Really to comprehend Article 14's potential, one must also consider the
huge quantity of U.S. assets that are exposed to French judgments. Although it is
probably impossible to calculate anything close to an accurate total, the following
figures help to convey the order of magnitude. In 1999 U.S. investors had almost
$600 billion in net financial claims (both equity and debt) on business enterprises
located in countries that are obligated to enforce French judgments under the
Brussels Regulation or Lugano Convention; by 2001, this amount had increased by
18 percent to surpass $710 billion.102 Many of these interests are likely exposed to
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French judgments. Consider also the U.S. tax return data on the 7500 largest
foreign corporations in which major U.S. corporations own controlling shares.103 In
1998 (the latest year for which data are available) at least 307 major U.S.
corporations controlled such foreign corporations that were incorporated in
countries obligated to enforce French judgments under the Brussels Regulation or
Lugano Convention.104 While each country's rules on grabbing stock to satisfy
judgments vary, much of this foreign stock owned by U.S. corporations is likely
exposed to French judgments.105 Moreover, even to the extent that the stock itself
is not exposed, various transactions between the controlled corporations and their
parent corporations should expose significant U.S. assets to French judgments. For
example, the controlled corporations, having over $1.7 trillion in assets by the end
of 1998, paid over $53 billion to their U.S. owners that year.106 Given this growing
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pool of assets exposed to French judgments, one may see an increase in the use of
Article 14 jurisdiction in the coming years.
French plaintiffs' lawyers may soon wake up and start using Article 14 more
aggressively, maybe with U.S. lawyers' advice. While Article 14 jurisdiction will
continue to lurk in the background of numerous cases, having its main effects by
casting a shadow, it may increasingly move into the forefront, applying expressly.
Therefore, in evaluating Article 14, one should contemplate not only the past and
present, but also the possibly more troublesome future.
CONCLUSION
Although Article 14 works to illustrate the international legal context for
the United States, is this nevertheless an unfair illustration? Yes and no, but mainly
no.
A closer examination of French nationality-based jurisdiction, with
comparison to other countries' practices, admittedly makes it look less shocking.
Anyone who cites it for shock value is in the wrong.
Still, Article 14 exists and, going well beyond any appropriate jurisdiction
for status suits, has real and pernicious effects. Like any exorbitant jurisdiction,
then, it merits illustrative use in showing the need for international agreement to
eliminate it.

reported data for all E.U. countries combined with that for Norway and Switzerland, and then
subtracting the reported data for France and Italy because of the reasons explained supra note 104.

